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WE
ARE
OSIRIS

Osiris was built by music fans, for music fans. We
connect artists, fans, and brands through
music-driven content.
Music fans are among the most loyal audiences in
the world, and the results we’ve seen surpass artist
and brand partner expectations.
Osiris works with each partner to identify their
unique needs, and tailors each project to the end
goal—keeping in mind metrics of success.

WHY
PODCASTS?

Cut through the chaos.
Anyone who’s spent time in the digital landscape—everyone
who’s not living under a rock—knows that it’s rife with chaos and
anxiety. Lights, colors, words, sounds, products… all clawing at
you, begging for attention. Podcasts offer shelter from the
storm. A safe place to tune in. One of the ﬁnal strongholds of
focused attention.
We help our clients—brands, artists, music rightsholders—cut
through the chaos and connect with listeners in an intimate and
authentic way. Podcasts offer brands a space to present
themselves and their mission to listeners, as human beings, in a
comfortable and trusted setting.

WHY
PODCASTS?
UNIQUELY HIGH
ENGAGEMENT

Audio is working for brands.

71% of podcast listeners report a high level of concentration—higher than
those watching shows and episodes (62%) or posting on social media (53%).

STRONGER Podcast advertising generates up to 4.4x better brand recall compared to other
BRAND RECALL forms of digital advertising.
BETTER AD Consumers’ long-term retention of audio advertisements is 36-39% stronger
RETENTION when compared to video ads.

PURCHASE LIFT

In Q4 2021, households who were exposed to a podcast ad are almost 2X more
likely to make a purchase.

REAL RETURNS Our brand partners have seen upwards of 300% Return on Ad Spend.

OUR
AUDIENCE

Reach + Engagement

200K

average monthly podcast downloads

400K

followers across our network

120K

followers across our network

8K

followers across on @osirispod

375K average monthly impressions on Osiris Media’s Twitter
11K

average monthly proﬁle visits on Osiris Media’s Twitter

100s of videos on Osiris YouTube

OUR
AUDIENCE

Reach + Engagement

OUR
PARTNERS

OUR
PARTNERS

The word on the street.

“I've had a great experience working with Osiris as a podcast sponsor and have renewed our
campaign several times…. The communication and client service has been appreciated, their hosts
do excellent natural reads and I've seen strong return on my investment in actual sales.”
Cy Kupersmith, Director of Sales & Sustainability, Sunset Lake CBD

“What has been the most striking to me about our experience working with Osiris has
been centered around professionalism, creativity, and working with a talented group of
folks who are very good at what they do. When we discussed what the deliverables
would be, Osiris then took our expectations and blew them out of the water.”
Matt Cutter, CEO, Upslope Brewing Company

Osiris Media has been an outstanding partner for us in the podcasting space with an extremely diverse
mix of music-related pods and access to their fervent fan bases. The team at Osiris was super
knowledgeable about their listeners and they were able to help us ﬁnd the perfect hosts and audiences
for our product. The sales directly linked to those sponsorships have been really impressive."
Grady Laird, President, Grady's Cold Brew

OUR WORK

OUR
SERVICES

Connect with passionate music fans
➜
➜
➜
➜
➜
➜
➜
➜

Host-read ads
Branded content segments
Livestream video
Live events
Social media activations
Newsletter features
Creative consultation
Custom sponsorship activations

Tell your story with custom audio
➔
➔

Custom-built unique ad creative
Custom podcast development

HOST READ
ADS

Your favorite podcaster loves it.

Osiris works with artists and brands to run customized ad reads across our network
of music podcasts.
Clients simply provide a script or bulleted talking points and Osiris will record and
produce. Osiris also offers creative consultation and script writing. Our hosts
create authentic, personal reads with testimonials whenever possible.

Listen to some examples:
Ben & Jerry’s
Sunset Lake CBD
Grady’s Cold Brew
Upslope Brewing Company
Green Future Wealth Management

BRANDED
CONTENT

UPSLOPE BREWING COMPANY

Osiris works with brands to create custom ad segments within existing
podcasts to highlight key messages in a natural, content-oriented style.
Osiris partnered with Upslope Brewing Company to create “Songs N’
Slopes” in our Undermine series, where hosts pair an album of choice
with an Upslope beer or seltzer. The segments tie in thematically with
the rest of the episode—for example, our episode about hitting the
road for Phish tour features albums that each host associates with
memories of road trips.

Listen to the segment.

BRANDED
CONTENT
+ LIVE EVENT

SHIFT GENUINE CANNABIS

The Helping Friendly Podcast joined forces with Shift Cannabis to bring
listeners on Phish tour in summer and fall 2021. For Phish’s Labor Day
weekend shows in Denver, the hosts got together on-site to hold a live
podcast recording, featuring conversation and music.
Osiris works with talent and brands to create curated events that bring
fans closer to the music they love, provide entertainment and
connection, and seamlessly integrate brand messaging that aligns with
the spirit of the content.

Listen to the event.

BRANDED
CONTENT
+ LIVE EVENT

HFPOD LIVE WITH SHIFT GENUINE CANNABIS

CONTEST
ACTIVATION

SHIFT GENUINE CANNABIS

Osiris collaborates with partners to design initiatives that generate buzz
around the campaign and integrate messaging into our social media
presence in creative ways.
The Helping Friendly Podcast joined forces with Shift Cannabis to bring
a lucky listener and their plus one to the Phish shows in Vegas for
Halloween 2021.
We pushed the contest through audio, video, and social media, driving
our audience to Shift’s website to register. Shift saw a 823% increase in
users on their site as well as a 1,184% increase in user engagement,
compared to the previous period.

ARTWORK
EXTENSION

BLEECKER TRADING

We collaborated with our presenting sponsor of Alive Again, Bleecker
Trading, to create a limited edition, collectible poster. Bleecker Trading
only printed 500 posters in total.
We distributed messaging driving our audience to check out and
purchase the poster across audio, newsletter & social media.
Osiris collaborates with partners to design initiatives that generate buzz
around the campaign and integrate messaging into our social media
presence in creative ways.

LIVE
ACTIVATION

FIDDLEHEAD BREWING COMPANY

In December 2021, Osiris partnered with Fiddlehead Brewing Company
to create An Afternoon with Osiris at the Ardmore Music Hall in
Philadelphia, PA.
The event featured music and conversation with Marc Brownstein (The
Disco Biscuits), Charlie Hall (The War on Drugs), Anthony Krizan (The
Spin Doctors), Aron Magner (The Disco Biscuits), and hosted by Tom
Marshall and RJ Bee of Osiris Media.
Fiddlehead representatives had the opportunity to join the conversation
on stage, Fiddleheads in hand, creating a fully integrated brand
partnership

DIGITAL
EXTENSIONS

SOCIAL MEDIA ENGAGEMENT
We know our audience well, and we create authentic content on social media that
generates strong engagement - both for our own brand and for our partners.

CUSTOM SHOW
DEVELOPMENT

BREAKING WAVES: SEATTLE

In October 2021, we released Breaking Waves: Seattle, created in
partnership with Audacy, which celebrates Seattle's place in music
history.
The story takes listeners on a journey through the genesis and
evolution of grunge, with input from artists, journalists, and members
of the Seattle music industry and community.
Osiris works closely with clients to develop podcast concepts and
bring them to life according to their vision and brand goals.

Listen to the series.

CUSTOM SHOW
DEVELOPMENT

ALIVE AGAIN WITH TREY ANASTASIO

A four-episode oral history of Trey Anastasio’s career outside of
Phish, from the formation of the Trey Anastasio Band in 1999 to
the Beacon Jams of 2020. Based on extensive interviews with
Trey, his bandmates and collaborators, this show dives into the
evolution of Trey’s songwriting and creative development, as well
as the enduring career of the Trey Anastasio Band. This show was
created in partnership with Trey and his team.
This podcast is unique because we developed a “no narrator”
approach, so the voices you hear in the series are those of the
interviewees only, which creates a more intimate and timeless
listening experience. This show also highlights great production
value and music.

Listen to the series.

CUSTOM SHOW
DEVELOPMENT

LET CREATIVITY FLOW

Sponsored by Splice, a music collaboration tool and sample
library, Let Creativity Flow examines how technology is affecting
the evolution of music collaboration, creation, and the industry as
a whole — including how technology has shifted barriers to entry
in the music industry and how musicians and producers
collaborate in the modern age.
The series features intimate conversations with Splice CEO Steve
Martocci, as well as interviews with musicians, journalists and
music industry experts.

Listen to the series.

Music is a unifying force. Music is as ancient as human beings, and is a part
of our DNA. Sounds and rhythms mark milestones in our lives and set the
pace for our very existence - from the sound of a baby’s heartbeat to the
songs that mark our grief. For those who love music, you’ll be hard pressed
to ﬁnd more meaningful, burned-in memories than joyful moments shared
with strangers and loved ones at a concert. A certain magic ﬁlls the air the
moment the lights go down.
Osiris brings people closer to the artists and music that they love and helps
clients align their brand with the beauty and connection of music. Our
content provides unique access to any and all aspects of music: creation,
history, education and learning, stories, relationships, shared experience,
and emotions…all of which add depth and context to the listening
experience. Our content connects us and our partners to our listeners
through a shared love and appreciation for music. Our content reminds us
of how and why music is a bonding life force.

OUR
MISSION

Find the calm amidst the chaos.
rj@osirispod.com
christina@osirispod.com

CASE STUDIES

CASE
STUDIES

SUNSET LAKE CBD

Brand Goal: Increase sales of their organic,
Vermont-grown hemp products
Our Solution:
●
Host-read ads with a natural feel, conversational where possible
●
Osiris shared Sunset Lake content on social media and in
newsletter format
●
Partner on a Halloween album-cover contest as part of the
campaign
Campaign Results:
●
Initial Investment: $7,960
●
Direct Revenue: $16,760
●
Number of purchases: 273
●
Total ROAS: 211%
●
Sunset Lake CBD renewed for 2022 partnership

“I've had a great experience working with Osiris as a
podcast sponsor and have renewed our campaign
several times, which has now grown into a
large-scale year-long partnership. The
communication and client service has been
appreciated, their hosts do excellent natural reads
and I've seen strong return on my investment in
actual sales. The audience is a great ﬁt for our high
quality CBD products and I've seen great value from
incorporating Osiris podcasts into my marketing
plans.”
-

Cy Kupersmith, Director of Sales &
Sustainability, Sunset Lake CBD

CASE
STUDIES

GRADY’S COLD BREW

Brand Goal: Boost sales of Grady’s original Cold-Brew
Kit and other coffee products; reach new customers
who were not previously familiar with Grady’s brand
Our Solution:
●
Host-read ads with a natural feel, conversational where possible
●
Osiris also shared Grady’s content on social media and in
newsletter format
Campaign Results:
●
Initial Investment (including product for hosts): $3,490
●
Direct Revenue: $13,559
●
Number of Purchases: 248
●
Direct ROAS: 389%
●
Grady’s has renewed sponsorship 2x times since the initial
campaign

"Osiris Media has been an outstanding partner for
us in the podcasting space with an extremely diverse
mix of music-related pods and access to their fervent
fan bases. The team at Osiris was super
knowledgeable about their listeners and they were
able to help us ﬁnd the perfect hosts and audiences
for our product. The sales directly linked to those
sponsorships have been really impressive."
-

Grady Laird, President, Grady's Cold Brew

CASE
STUDIES

UPSLOPE BREWING COMPANY

Brand Goal: Raise awareness for the brewery as a
brand that supports live music and is part of the live
music community
Our Solution: We paired Upslope with our key Phish-centered property
Undermine as the presenting sponsor - this included regular ad spots with a
creative twist, and longer custom branded segments in every other episode
across 2 seasons.
Campaign Results:
●
Successfully delivered brand association with the live music community
and Phish community, demonstrated by positive commentary from
listeners around creative co-branded segments, and communication
received by Upslope from fans.
●
Marked increase in Upslope products seen on site at Phish’s Labor Day
shows in Denver
●
Upslope team thrilled with content and brand messaging, plus the
turnkey nature of this custom activation.

What has been the most striking to me about our
experience working with Osiris has been centered
around professionalism, creativity, and working
with a talented group of folks who are very good
at what they do. When we discussed what the
deliverables would be, Osiris then took our
expectations and blew them out of the water.”
-

Matt Cutter, CEO, Upslope Brewing
Companyld Brew

CASE
STUDIES

GREEN FUTURE WEALTH MANAGEMENT

Brand Goal: Drive inquiries for socially conscious
wealth management services, and ultimately drive
client acquisition
Our Solution:
●
Use New England regionally targeted reads across an
assortment of Osiris podcasts, plus National placements
on select podcasts (Alive Again).
●
Highlight GFWM services and founder Nick Cantrell’s
participation in the Phish and Grateful Dead
communities.
Campaign Results:
●
200% ROI based on revenue from clients signed in ﬁrst 12
months

“We have been really pleased with our partnership
with Osiris. They worked with us to customize a
campaign based on who and where we were
targeting and worked to keep it within our budget.
Our ads have put us in front of exactly who we were
targeting, and our ROI has been better than almost
every other channel we work with. Based on the
results so far after 3 campaigns, we plan for Osiris
ads to be a central part of our marketing plan for the
foreseeable future.”
-

Nick Cantrell, Founder, Green Future Wealth
Management

